
 2020 Library Visit Interview Form 

Library Name: Dane County Library Service 

 

Certification Grade: 1 

 

Date of visit: 8/18/20 

 

Library staff present at the visit: Tracy Herold 

 

SCLS staff present: Mark Ibach 

 

Amount of time spent at visit: 45 minutes 

 

[Please limit this section to the answers to the specific questions, and include as much detail as 

possible. Report other information or observations in the “other information” section below. 

 

1. What has your library done since our last visit that you’re really excited about? 

Even in this time of COVID, started the year with a more robust Dream Bus schedule. 

Increased by four stops. Bookmobile also contracted with Prairie du Sac to bring 

bookmobile up to serve the small community of Bluff View. Then COVID hit, but they 

were able to produce a list of at-home work ranging from home videos and resources for 

staff to do while home. Shut down March 24-25. Met each week with staff for about one 

month. Also held smaller meetings. Proud of the way they were able to maintain 

connection. 

Toward the end of April began to look at how they can re-start service. Took the Dream 

Bus back on the road for WiFi service to neighborhoods. That was in conjunction with 

Madison Metropolitan School District to serve neighborhoods. Two hours in the morning 

on the north side and two hours on Allied Drive neighborhood in the afternoon. Every 

day of the week. 

Also opened up curbside pickup at the Dane County Headquarters. Scheduled in half-

hour increments. Went back on the road June 1 to take materials to people. Dream Bus 

went back on June 22. 

Everyone on staff really jumped in and helped make it work. 

Back at a fairly normal level of service even though people can’t come on the 

bookmobile. 

Has re-aligned the Dream Bus schedule to tie in with different meal sites that were part 

of the Summer Food Program in Madison. Also expanded service to some senior living 

facilities in the county. 

 

a. Are there any memorable moments that stand out? (can you provide photos or video 

for All Directors or 2021 Legislative Day to share publicly?) 

Said she was in California for a wedding right as things were coming 

apart. Was getting lots of email and phone calls about what was 

happening here and how things were collapsing. Had to manage those 



early decisions remotely. Had to quarantine when she returned, then 

the Safer at Home order came out the next week. 

Had to re-align work schedules to maintain social distancing. Lots of 

precautions implemented to make it all work. Had one patron that 

came for pickup and was unmasked and wanted to talk to someone, 

then sort of guilted staff into interacting. Then had to figure out how to 

respond to such situations to keep staff and patrons safe. 

 

b. Was there a program or service that your community responded to (positively or 

negatively)? 

Bookmobile patrons were relatively positive about having to come to 

DCLS Headquarters to pick up materials. Some opted not to come there, 

and chose other libraries. But many regulars did come and pick stuff up. 

When they did hit the road again it didn’t take long for people to find 

them and return to their old use habits. 

The other service that has been very successful was how they changed 

up their Dream Bus service this summer. Because they aligned with 

Summer Food Program meal sites, they adopted the idea of using “We 

Read” book bags that they filled with books that they accepted they 

may not see again. But most of the books came back. Got some more 

books from Madison that they were going to use for SLP give-away. 

That has been very successful. Did books and a craft in each bag. All 

within a short time period each day. All just short 30-minute stops. 

Will have to switch gears once summer comes to an end. 

 

2. What did you learn about yourself, your staff, and your community during the COVID-19 Pandemic? 

So happy and thankful that we are as flexible as we are. We felt we 

were that way, but this really demonstrated the scope.  

Tracy said in some ways it was probably much easier not being in one 

physical location. Allowed them to be more nimble in how they 

responded to changing conditions and needs. 

In some ways this has been an opportunity to really find new 

approaches to what they do. She said they feel like they will have more 

opportunity to align with different partners. 

It has certainly been a disruption, but it is also an opportunity to step 

back and reflect on what is most important. It’s an opportunity to 

change for the better. 

Very proud of the staff at Dane County Library Service. She said they 

have done very good work and have worked very hard to make it all 

work. 

 

a. What lessons learned will guide you going forward? 

Tracy said this will probably be with us for a while, and they will 

probably see changes in user patterns going forward. Said they will have 

to provide service in different ways.  

Tracy said they are going to maintain their flexibility and use it to serve 

the most people that they can and forge more partnerships where they 

see the need. 



Their hybrid of working some from home, some in the office, and some 

in the vehicles is working well and will into the future. 

 

3. Is there anything else you’d like to share or discuss? 

Nothing 

 

 

Other information gathered at the visit (interesting tidbits, general impressions of the library, or 

alternative topics): 

 


